Lisa Hogarty, without exception, is positive, fun, and open to giving and receiving feedback and ideas. She is committed to making her team and Facilities Services successful.

Lisa contributes daily to the Sustainable Campus website and social media – managing content input and reviews by numerous interns and staff members as well as public commentary. Her diligence and vigilance in keeping on top of this gives the other team members the confidence to concentrate on other tasks knowing she is taking care of it, making for very efficient operating.

Lisa’s skill with graphics makes her a valued team member for Energy Management and Energy Conservation Outreach creating posters and other communications tools for events and outreach programs. To do this well, Lisa works closely with subject matter experts to accurately portray and translate information that is often very technical into a format that is understandable and interesting to the audience.

Lisa is always willing to step in to help at a moment’s notice for any one as the need arises drops everything to help. The second nomination for Lisa describes her willingness to help. When asked, Lisa recently put together the Veterans Tribute video that was shown at the Employee Celebration in June. She took all the photos, set them up in a very attractive movie format, identified each service member and put this all to music with very heart felt effort. Lisa remained in constant communication with key members of the committee to make sure she was creating exactly what was asked for. After the tribute was shown many remarked at how touching that tribute was. This work was done after hours and on weekends, right up to the last minute showing us all how truly dedicated Lisa is.